A two days workshop on Advanced Cloud Computing
A two days workshop on advanced cloud computing took place in our college
on 27th and 28th of August 2016. Demo seminar regarding the same was conducted
on 26th of August 2016 at 4.00 pm in IT seminar hall.
Mr.Mahesh rakheja sir from Lemures technology conducted the same. Mr.
Mahesh Rakheja sir ,a well known personality from lemures technology, conducted
several seminars before in more than 500 colleges. He trained indian army, 10,000
plus engineers,gave several interviews to NDTV, AJTAK,etc.
First day of workshop was conducted in IT seminar hall. An inaugural
function took place at 10.30 a.m. in the presence of principal Dr. Shashikant Goilkar
sir , HOD,IT dept. Prof. Santosh jadhav sir, ITSA in-charge Prof. Deven Ketkar sir
and spokesperson Mr. Mahesh Rakheja sir. After that, Mahesh sir elaborated many
basic things about cloud computing. During their session, sir explained what actually
cloud comp. is by giving practical examples due to which students really understood
the basic concepts.
In between, sir was demonstrating some hacking tricks to students which was
very useful as far as cloud data security is concerned. Second day of workshop was
conducted in New cc-II. During first session, sir covered most of the theoretical part.
In the last session, they covered most of the practical part regarding cloud. During
practical sessions, sir told how to create cloud application and how to deploy it. Main
focus was on IBM bluemix cloud regarding which sir told many practical things.
After completion, sir cherished us with pearls of wisdom in their 10 mins.
speech. They told many things to students and explained them what is the key to
success in life. From feedback observation, we analyzed that may students thought
this was best workshop of their life and is once in a lifetime opportunuty to hear
Mr.mahesh rakheja sir.
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